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Abstract. In order to enable turbomachinery research to obtain data highly resolved in space and time, a 

novel flow adaptive aerodynamic probe concept has been developed and presented in this paper. The 

algorithm selects the measurement positions of the probe automatically and therefore provides higher 

measurement fidelity compared to traditional methods. The development of the adaptive algorithm has been 

done in several steps. First an automatic 1Dtraversing algorithm has been developed. The following steps 

dealt with the subject of a 2D adaptive flow concept development, whereas primarily visual programming 

language-computer package simulations of the new 2D algorithm have been done based on data from 

previous test series at the Turbomachinery Laboratory. The new 2D traversing algorithm is fully 

selfcontrolled and requires minimal input such as blade count and hub and tip diameters. Furthermore, areas 

of interest (e.g. secondary flows, wake) are detected automatically and higher measuring point resolutions 

are ensured in these regions. After the successful simulations, the intelligent 2D algorithm has been adapted 

to an object oriented programming environment used for automated data acquisition and reduction. An 

evaluation of the flow adaptive aerodynamic flow concept has been done on a pressure turbine facility by 

means of a steady pneumatic probe. The measurement results show that the new 2D algorithm has the 

potential to detect new flow phenomena. In contrast to traditional algorithms, which in case of a possible 

enhancement demand a knowledge of the position of interesting areas such as the wake and vortical 

structures before starting the measurement, the new algorithm detects the right areas and enhances the 

resolution fully self controlled in these areas. Furthermore, the new 2D flow adaptive probe concept shows 

a significant improvement regarding the needed time for one measurement. 

Nomenclature 

Cpt Total Pressure Coefficient  [-] 

  
𝑃𝑡𝑜𝑡−𝑃𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑡,𝐸𝑥𝑖𝑡

𝑃𝑡𝑜𝑡,𝐼𝑚𝑙𝑒𝑡−𝑃𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑡,𝐸𝑥𝑖𝑡
 

M Mach number   [-] 

Patm Atmospheric Pressure  [Pa] 

Pstat Static Pressure   [Pa] 

Ptot Total Pressure   [Pa] 

α Flow Yaw Angle   [o] 

β Flow Pitch Angle   [o] 

d Distance    [m] 

Subscripts 

i Index, Counter 

x Axial direction 

θ Circumferential 

r Radial 

Abbreviations 

D Dimensional 
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DF Detection Function 

FP Flow property value 

PS Blade Pressure Side 

SS Blade Suction Side 

1 Introduction  

The analysis, prediction, understanding and control of 

turbomachinery flows, such as wakes and vortices, are 

major issues in modern turbomachinery design.  

For further turbomachinery development a deep 

understanding of the complex flow mechanisms is 

needed. To achieve that, Computational Fluid Dynamic 

(CFD) is used as well as experimental methods. 

Especially traditional experiments, using time-averaged 

methods, are replaced more and more by numerical 

calculations for financial reasons. Present CFD codes are 

limited by their computing power. Calculating unsteady 

flow features needs even more computing power than 

calculating on a time independent way. Due to the general 

interest to develop CFD tools, which predict the unsteady 

flow behavior in an even more accurate way, progressive 
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measurement methods still remain very important. 

Therefore, the last two decades of development have 

shown a strong interest in probe measuring techniques.  

Point measuring methods often need a great deal of 

additional effort including extra measuring loops to get 

the approximate flow angles, writing of positioning task 

files, or a manual start of the traverses. An algorithm that 

finds it’s own way through an unsteady flow field fully 

self-controlled in 2 directions can reduce these additional 

efforts.  

It is, generally, possible to work with a predefined 

uniform measuring grid. In case of a possible local 

refinement, advanced prior knowledge of the position of 

the wake and vortex structures is necessary.  

The required inputs for running a test should be 

minimal. By decreasing the dependency of a measurement 

algorithm from the test facility, the measuring system can 

easily be adapted to any facility.  

Additional goals are a reduction of the required time 

for one test and at the same time a higher measuring point 

resolution at areas of interest, where secondary flow 

effects as wake and vortex structures occur.  

Lienert [1] and Marti [2] started with the first 

development step of a progressive traversing algorithm, 

that defines a traversing and measurement strategy for 3D 

flow structures. The algorithm allowed more efficient data 

acquisition by focusing especially on areas that require 

higher spatial resolution. This algorithm traversed the 

probe automatically step by step from tip to hub and 

measured the flow properties at each radial position using 

the previous yaw angle α as an input for the following 

traverse point. After finishing one traverse, critical areas 

were detected by means of a suitable detection function 

and an array of locally improved radial positions was 

generated. A remeasurement, done at the new gained 

positions gave new flow-information, which were 

inserted into the previous ones. Oschwald [3] improved 

the algorithm and made it fully self controlled in radial 

direction. The first part of the 1D progressive algorithm is 

a uniform traversing. Then a detection function is used to 

decide the location of additional points in radial direction. 

Fig 1 shows the yaw angle distribution over one pitch 

resulting of unsteady probe measurements.   

 
Fig. 1. Yaw angle distribution out of 1D progressive traversing 

algorithm 

A comparison to the current state of the art method 

(2D measurements by means of a uniform grid where no 

refinement is possible) used at the LSM showed that the 

1D algorithm is about 30% faster.  

Some important properties of the 1D Progressive 

Traversing Algorithm, applied on the experimental 

research facility “LISA”, can be seen in Fig 2 and Table 

1. 

 
Fig. 2. Measurement Area (one pitch) 

Table 1. 1D Progressive Traversing Algorithm 

 

At a further step in the development of adaptive flow 

algorithms, a 2D traversing algorithm was developed [4].  

This new method can and has been used with both 

pneumatic and fast response probes. As an example, in 

clocking the structures defining the areas of interest move. 

The movement is not always proportional to the clocking 

angle [5]. In this case, the self-guided intelligent probe 

algorithm adjusts the measured points to the flow field. 

The resultant measured flow fields are compared in a de 

facto unbiased fashion.  

The 2D traversing algorithm is fully automatic in both 

radial and circumferential direction. This is addressed in 

the first part of the paper. A further section describes the 

instrumentation and research facility that was used to 

evaluate the newly developed 2D algorithm. In the final 

section of the paper, the results of the tests are presented 

and discussed.  

2. 2D adaptive traversing algorithm 

The 2D adaptive algorithm is structured in a pre- 

processing section, a main- processing section and a post- 

processing section (Fig 3).   
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Fig. 3. 2D traversing algorithm structure 

Oschwald’s [3] 1D traversing algorithm detected 

points of interest for radial traverses with the strategy to 

add some measurement points on a lower radial position 

of a detected point of interest. The 2D algorithm adds next 

to a lower radial position of a detected point also points 

on a higher on. Furthermore, it works in an additional 

dimension (circumferential) and enhances at the left hand 

side and the right hand side respectively of a point of 

interest (Fig 4).  

 
Fig. 4. 2D concept measuring structure 

Parts of the algorithm development have happened using 

unsteady probes. Therefore the same algorithm can be 

used to find points of interest by means of a number of 

criteria including unsteady and loss significant quantities 

such as turbulence intensity Tu, deterministic and random 

pressures respectively [6-8]. 

2.1 Pre-processing 

The main goal of a progressive algorithm is to find points 

of interest in a measurement area and increase then the 

number of measured points at areas of interest fully self 

controlled. However, in order to be able to make a 

weighting about areas of interest, first a certain amount of 

points in the flow field has to be measured. This is done 

in the algorithm main section by means of a uniform start 

grid that covers the whole measurement pitch. Using 

adaptive algorithms that start from a uniform grid is well 

known out of CFD adaptive meshing methods and is 

therefore legitimated for progressive probe measuring 

techniques [9].  

The dimensions of the uniform start grid mainly 

depend on geometrical parameters of the facility. On one 

hand, it should not be too small, to avoid an important loss 

of flow feature information and on the other hand, it 

should not be too dense, that a sufficient lead is given for 

increasing at the detected points of interest without 

running the risk that a complete algorithm run-through 

takes infeasible much time. Experimental investigation 

[4] of the minimal number of measurement points needed 

in a pitch to asses the overall loss of important flow 

feature information on the 2-stage axial research turbine 

“LISA” was performed. It has been shown that the 

dimension of the uniform starting grid for the 2D adaptive 

flow concept of the order 102 lead to accurate assessment 

of the total pressure distribution.  

The pre- processing section of the algorithm is used to 

define the specific size of the starting grid and the size of 

the finest possible measurement grid. The size of the 

finest grid is dependent on measurement time constrains 

and the probe head size and geometry. In the algorithm 

the finest grid is used for interpolation constrains that have 

to be done during the run in each loop and is addressed in 

the main- processing and post- processing section 

respectively of the paper. 

2.2 Main-processing 

The execution of the points during one algorithm run is 

controlled in the main- processing section. Three stepper 

motors handle the particular positioning of the probe in 

the measurement area, controlling the radial, 

circumferential and probe roll, respectively.  

As initial step of the main- processing section, the 

uniform start grid is measured as defined in the pre- 

processing.  

The enhancement sections of the algorithm can be 

called up based on the structured start grid. Three 

enhancement loops have been defined, which differ from 

each other on the detection functions (DF). These 

detection functions accord to the various criteria that 

particular find the points of interest regarding all 

measured points [10]. The user can adapt these criteria 

depending on the investigations main focus.  

To assure a certain flexibility regarding the 

investigation for the user, the number of enhancement 

loops for each section and the number of points that 

should be measured per loop can be defined. In addition, 

to the limitation of the measuring point number, some 

other termination criteria are defined based on maximal 

and minimal distances between points of interest and their 

neighboring points. These distance criteria are the same 

for all three sections. They control the distance between 

two measured neighboring points and allow inserting a 

new measurement point if the above distances are not 

smaller than a certain value related to traversing system 

uncertainties and the used probe head diameter. If the 

distance between to neighboring points is larger than a 

certain value, the algorithm does not position the point 

being measured on the central point of the two 

neighboring points, but with a certain distance to the 

detected point of interest. This ensures that new measured 

points around a point of interest are positioned in the 

particular area of interest.   

The insertion of measurement points leads to an 

unstructured grid, however, due to numerical constrains 

the detection functions need to be applied on a structured 

grid. Therefore, after each loop of the algorithm, the 

unstructured grid is interpolated on a structured utility 

grid that has the dimensions of the finest possible grid. 

This interpolation is done by means of a distance weighted 

mean averaging.  
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The detection functions then are applied on the 

interpolated utility grid. The results of the particular 

detection functions applied on the grid are filtered based 

on the measured points and allow the detection of new 

points of interest.   

In the paper, the three different sections of the main 

process are called “pressure_min”, “pressure_gradient” 

and “yawangle_criterion”.   

A wake behind a blade is created due to boundary 

layer effects. One characteristic of a wake is therefore 

smaller velocity components then in regions outside of the 

wake area. Due to that loss in velocity in the wake area, 

the total pressure of the area is smaller then in regions 

around the wake. Therefore the two sections 

“pressure_min” and “pressure_gradient” are used to 

ensure a high accuracy regarding the representation of 

flow characteristics such as the wake.   

Binder et al. [11] showed that the yaw angle seems to 

be a suitable indicator for the detection of wakes and 

specially vortices in a passage behind a stator, whereas the 

pitch angle β would not be a good detection instrument for 

vortices and wakes. This has to do with the characteristic 

velocity profile of a stator blade wake that is more or less 

two-dimensional and therefore varies little in span 

direction. Therefore the “yawangle_criterion” is used to 

detect further flow features, such as vortical structures, 

that cannot necessarily be detected by total pressure 

criteria.  

A certain number of local minima of measured total 

pressures are found by the detection function of 

“pressure_min”. Guidelines to limit or terminate the 

“pressure_min” detection function are given by the 

distance criterion and the total number of measurement 

points limitation respectively.  

The section “pressure_gradient” enhances by means 

of two criteria considering the total pressure gradients in 

the radial (eq. 1) and the circumferential direction (eq. 3) 

of all points that have been measured up to that step. The 

points of interest are found by means of thresholds, 

regarding the average of the gradients in the two 

directions over all measured and interpolated points m 

(eq. 2 and eq. 4). The values of the different thresholds are 

compared to the values of the corresponding detection 

functions at the different measured positions. If the value 

of the detection function at a certain position is larger than 

the value of the threshold, this position is defined as an 

area of interest.  

                                 𝐷𝐹(𝑟) = (
𝜕𝑃𝑡𝑜𝑡

𝜕𝑟
)

2

                             (1) 

                  𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑠ℎ𝑜𝑙𝑑1 =
1

𝑚
∙ ∑(𝐷𝐹(𝑟)𝑝𝑜𝑖𝑛𝑡 𝑖)

𝑚

𝑖=1

            (2) 

                                  𝐷𝐹(𝜃) = (
𝜕𝑃𝑡𝑜𝑡

𝜕𝜃
)

2

                            (3) 

                   𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑠ℎ𝑜𝑙𝑑2 =
1

𝑚
∙ ∑(𝐷𝐹(𝜃)𝑝𝑜𝑖𝑛𝑡 𝑖)

𝑚

𝑖=1

           (4) 

The gradients are squared to smooth out fluctuations 

for the different positions, which qualitatively improves 

the detection of the points with high gradients.   

The growth of points that are investigated further is 

fixed to assure space for later algorithm sections regarding 

other criteria. Additionally, the distance criterion is used 

in the section “pressure_gradient”.  

Two detection functions are used in the section 

“yawangle_criterion” of the 2D progressive algorithm 

(eq. 5 and eq. 7). The points of interest are found by means 

of thresholds over all measured and interpolated points m, 

regarding the average of the different detection functions 

over the structured matrices (eq. 6 and eq. 8). The value 

of each threshold is compared to the values of the 

corresponding detection function at the different 

measured positions. If the value of the detection function 

at a certain position is larger than the value of the 

threshold, this position is defined as an area of interest.  

The detection functions and the thresholds are defined 

as follows: 

                                   𝐷𝐹1 = (
𝜕𝛼

𝜕𝑟
)

2

∙ (
𝜕𝛼

𝜕𝜃
)

2

                    (5) 

                     𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑠ℎ𝑜𝑙𝑑1 =
1

𝑚
∙ ∑(𝐷𝐹1𝑖)

𝑚

𝑖=1

                      (6) 

                                 𝐷𝐹2 = (
𝜕2𝛼

𝜕𝑟2
)

2

∙ (
𝜕2𝛼

𝜕𝜃2
)

2

                 (7) 

                    𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑠ℎ𝑜𝑙𝑑2 =
1

𝑚
∙ ∑(𝐷𝐹2𝑖)

𝑚

𝑖=1

                       (8) 

Again, the detection functions are squares of first or 

second derivatives respectively, to smooth out 

fluctuations for the different positions, what qualitatively 

improves the detection of the points of interest. In section 

“yawangle_criterion”, the same kind of termination 

criteria is used as in the previous sections.  

The general structure for all three sections is similar. 

An overview about the structure of such a section is given 

in Fig 5.  

 
Fig. 5. Section structure 
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2.3 Post-processing 

The developed algorithm starts with “few” measurement 

points and then the number of measured points increases 

by measuring at areas of interest. This could bring out 

some issues when compared to measurements done by 

means of a sufficiently dense uniform grid. These issues 

are mainly related to the post- processing of the 

parameters measured or simulated respectively at the 

points of interest. If one just measures at points in a pitch 

that build up a uniform grid, the measurement parameters 

build fully filled matrices that can be easily post 

processed. This is not the case for a progressive 2D 

algorithm because one enhances at local areas around 

points of interest. The data have to be interpolated to allow 

a post processing. That interpolation consists out of two 

steps. Initially, 1D cubic spline interpolations are done on 

the boundary of the defined measurement area. As a 

second step, each position is detected, that has to be 

interpolated. After that, the detected positions are worked 

through in a loop, whereas a local coordinate system is 

positioned in the particular points (x0, y0). Afterwards in 

each of the quadrants (Quadr) of the local coordinate 

system, the closest measurement point to the local zero is 

identified. The flow property value (FP) for a particular 

detected point is calculated by means of a distance 

weighted mean average of the flow properties of the four 

closest measurement points (FP1.Quad to FP4.Quad) (eq. 

9).  

𝐹𝑃(𝑥0=0,𝑦0=0) = 

     =

𝐹𝑃1,𝑄𝑢𝑎𝑑

𝑑1
+

𝐹𝑃2,𝑄𝑢𝑎𝑑

𝑑2
+

𝐹𝑃3,𝑄𝑢𝑎𝑑

𝑑3
+

𝐹𝑃4,𝑄𝑢𝑎𝑑

𝑑4

∑
1
𝑑𝑖

4
𝑖=1

      (9) 

Furthermore, the post- processing shows an additional 

feature that allows defining further points that the user 

wishes to be measured.  

  

3 Experimental evaluation of the technique  

3.1 Instrumentation 

The flow adaptive aerodynamic flow concept is evaluated 

by means of a pneumatic cobra-shaped 5-Hole probe [12] 

and Fast Response Aerodynamic Probes (FRAP) [13].   

The cobra-shaped 5-Hole probe has a calibration range 

of ±12° in yaw and ±30° in pitch angle. The probe head 

has a diameter of 0.9mm and the tip is slanted pyramid 

shaped (Fig 6).  

 
Fig. 6. Cobra-Shaped 5-Hole Probe 

By means of a 5-hole probe, following flow properties 

can be measured on a steady way:  

−−>   α,   β,   Ptot,   Pstat,   M  

The used Fast Response Aerodynamic Probe is a 

single, temperature compensated sensor probe. The aspect 

ratio of the elliptical probe head is 2:1, the pressure tab 

angle is 0 and about 1.8 mm apart from the probe tip. The 

probe head has a diameter of 1.8mm. Tanaka et al. [14] 

presented a systematic evaluation of the pitch sensitivity 

for different probe heads. Some more general information 

about Fast Response Aerodynamic Probes can be found in 

Gossweiler et al. [15], Humm et al. [16], and 

Kupferschmied et al. [17].  

 
Fig. 7. Fast Response Aerodynamic Probe 

The sign convention for a positive yaw angle defines 

that it directs to the rotor sense of rotation (y-axis), and 

for a positive pitch angle to the blade tip (z-axis). The 

main flow in Fig 8 is directed in the negative x-axis 

direction.  

 
Fig. 8. Yaw and Pitch Angle convention 
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3.2 Research facility 

The 2D adaptive flow concept has been applied to the 

experimental research facility “LISA” [18]. Some of the 

characteristic parameters of the turbine for this 

application are given in Table 2. 
Table 2. Characteristic turbine parameters 

 
The area behind the second stator of the 2stage axial 

research turbine has been chosen as measurement position 

for the evaluation of the 2D adaptive flow concept (Fig 9).  

 
Fig. 9. Measurement position after 2nd stator 

4 Results  

The 2D adaptive aerodynamic probe concept is evaluated 

by means of two pneumatic probe measurements on a 2-

stage axial research turbine. Next to the 2D adaptive 

concept measurements, one measurement has been done 

by means of a uniform grid (23 x 30) with 23 traverses in 

circumferential direction and 30 measurement points per 

half span.  

The two 2D adaptive probe concept measurements 

differ from each other in the number of loops and the 

number of points per loop respectively. Table 3 and Table 

4 show the loop number and the number of points that are 

measured per loop for these two different test series:  
Table 3. Parameters for the 2D adaptive probe concept 

measurement 1 

 

The uniform grid that is measured to compare with the 

data of the 2D adaptive algorithm consists out of 690 

measurement points. The selected configuration for 

measurement one with the 2D adaptive flow concept has 

a total measurement point size of 518 points. Due to the 

distance criteria, in the section pressure_min the 

algorithm measured 118 points, in pressure_gradient 64 

points, and in the yawangle_criterion 84 points. 

Therefore, the adaptive algorithm didn’t measure 518 but 

354 points in measurement 1. 
Table 4. Parameters for the 2D adaptive probe concept 

measurement 2 

 
The selected configuration for measurement two with 

the 2D adaptive flow concept has a total measurement 

point size of 608 points.   

Due to the distance criteria, in section pressure_min 

145 points have been measured, in section 

pressure_gradient 131 points, and in the section 

yawangle_criterion 147 points. Therefore, the adaptive 

algorithm didn’t measure 608 but 513 points in 

measurement 2. Regarding the total number of 

measurement points for measurement 2, the gain in time 

compared to the uniform grid measurement is small. 

Anyway, measurement 2 has been done to see how that 

the algorithm enhancement works in an environment that 

already has a certain density.  

Yaw angle α and the total pressure Ptot are the flow 

properties that are used in the different detection 

functions. Therefore the presented measurement results 

focus on these two properties or properties that are 

affiliated out of them.  
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Fig. 10. Cpt [-] distribution resulting from flow adaptive probe 

concept, measurement 1 

 
Fig. 11. Cpt [-] distribution resulting from flow adaptive probe 

concept, measurement 2 

 
Fig. 12. α [o] distribution resulting from flow adaptive probe 

concept, measurement 1 

 
Fig. 13. α [o] distribution resulting from flow adaptive probe 

concept, measurement 1 

Fig 10 and Fig 11 show the total pressure coefficient 

distribution over a pitch at the end of the algorithm run for 

measurement 1 and measurement 2 respectively.   

In Fig 12 and Fig 13, the yaw angle distribution over 

one pitch at the end of the algorithm run for measurement 

1 and measurement 2 respectively are presented.  

In all the figures, the geometrical locations where 

measurements have been done during the algorithm are 

visualized by small circular marks.  

Intrusive measurement techniques in rotating 

environments lead to additional safety factors that have to 

be considered. Touching rotating parts of the turbine with 

the probe during measurements would immediately 

damage the probe or even lead to an emergency shut down 

of the facility. To avoid such an accident, additional safety 

distances are defined between the measurement position 

with the lowest radius and the rotor hub. Therefore, all 

figures show a not measured and white zone around 0% 

to 5% span. Another unmeasured zone is located in the tip 

region, between 99% span and 100% span. The reason for 

this unmeasured zone in the tip region has nothing to do 

with safety distances but with probe calibration range 

limitations. In this region, the fluctuations in yaw angle 

are very strong due to tip leakage flows. The fluctuation 

range in these regions exceeds the calibration range of the 

used cobra shaped 5-hole probe and illegitimated flow 

angles would result.  

The difference in the number of measured points 

between measurement 1 and measurement 2 can clearly 

be seen by comparing Fig 10 with Fig 11 as well as Fig 

12 with Fig 13. Although the difference in measured 

points between measurement 1 and measurement 2 is 159 

points, there is no significant difference regarding the 

flow property distribution result over the whole pitch for 

the two measurements.  

Regarding the location of the measured points, Fig 10 

shows that the algorithm enhances at areas with low total 

pressure coefficients, what generally indicates the 

location of a wake. The same can be seen in Fig 11. The 

only difference to Fig 10 is the higher measurement point 

density in the wake and in the local area around the wake, 
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what has to do with the fact that the algorithm was allowed 

to find more points for the sections pressure_min and 

pressure_gradient in measurement 2. Exactly the same 

characteristic can be seen comparing Fig 12 with Fig 13. 

Regarding the yaw angle distribution, the main area of 

interest is situated in the upper 25% span of the pitch (see 

Fig 12). Vortical structures are expected in this area due 

to tip leakage flow. These areas of interest are for both 

measurements detected during the run of the section 

yawangle_criterion.  

Fig 14 to Fig 19 show a closer view to the upper 50% 

span of a pitch to allow a more detailed discussion about 

the qualitative flow results out of the two adaptive flow 

measurement series.   

For comparatively reasons, next to the results for the 

total pressure coefficient distribution and the yaw angle 

distribution for measurement 1 and measurement 2 

respectively, the upper 50% span for the same flow 

properties are presented that resulted out of a uniform grid 

measurement. Fig 14 (I a) shows the total pressure 

coefficient distribution in the upper 50% span and Fig 17 

(II a) the yaw angle distribution in the upper 50% span 

resulting out of the uniform grid measurement. This 

uniform grid was measured with 23 circumferential 

traverses, whereas each traverse contained 30 

measurement points in radial direction between blade mid 

span and the tip.  

Fig 15 (I b) presents the total pressure coefficient 

distribution and Fig 18 (II b) the yaw angle distribution in 

the upper 50% span resulting out of the 2D adaptive probe 

concept measurement 1. The same two flow properties are 

presented in the similar area range in Fig 16 (I c) and Fig 

19 (II c) but for the results out of the 2D adaptive probe 

concept measurement 2.  

The flow results for the two total pressure coefficient 

plots, named with roman number I b and I c, show a good 

agreement to the uniform grid result I a. The two main 

areas of interest with a more dense measurement point 

resolution are at around 60% span and 90% span. It can 

be assumed that the area of interest around 60% span is 

highly influenced by the wake and the area around 90% 

span is influenced by vortical structures.  

After measuring a certain amount of points in areas of 

interest and several enhancement steps, the measurement 

point density in this area reach the maxima, given by the 

distance criterion. Therefore later algorithm loops are not 

allowed to measure in the regions again, what 

automatically leads to a measurement point distribution 

over the whole pitch, what can be seen by comparing II b 

and II c.  

The measurements with the 2D adaptive probe 

concept lead to an unstructured measurement point 

distribution over a pitch. To enable post processing by 

means of a visual programming language, the 

unstructured grid is interpolated. This interpolation is 

done by means of a distance weighted mean averaging for 

both adaptive probe concept measurements. The flow 

properties resulting out of the structured uniform grid 23 

x 30 measurement have not to be interpolated. Therefore 

a slight shape difference can be seen between the plots for 

the uniform grid and the plots for the adaptive flow 

concept measurements. This difference could eventually 

be minimized in a further step, by using an interpolation- 

or averaging-method of a higher order.  

 
Fig. 14. Upper 50% span of Cpt [-] distribution over one pitch 

measured by means of a uniform grid 23x30 

 
Fig. 15. Upper 50% span of Cpt [-] distribution over one pitch 

measured by means of flow adaptive aerodynamic probe 

concept, measurement 1 

 
Fig. 16. Upper 50% span of Cpt [-] distribution over one pitch 

measured by means of flow adaptive aerodynamic probe 

concept, measurement 2 
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Fig. 17. Upper 50% span of α [ο] distribution over one pitch 

measured by means of a uniform grid 23x30 

 
Fig. 18. Upper 50% span of α [ο] distribution over one pitch 

measured by means of flow adaptive aerodynamic probe 

concept, measurement 1 

 
Fig. 19. Upper 50% span of α [o] distribution over one pitch 

measured by means of flow adaptive aerodynamic probe 

concept, measurement 2 

 
Fig. 20. Mass averaged total pressure coefficient Cpt [-] for 

different number of measurement points 

 
Fig. 21. Mass averaged Yaw angle α [o] for different number of 

measurement points 

The measurement time for the 23x30 uniform grid was 

about 4 hours. The 2D adaptive flow concept 

measurement 1 lasted about 1 hour and 30 minutes and 

measurement 2 about 3 hours. As expected, regarding the 

total number of points, measurement 2 does not show a 

big gain in measurement time compared to the uniform 

grid.   

The gain in measurement time for measurement 1 

compared to the uniform state of the art method is in the 

range of about 63%.  

Fig 20 and Fig 21 show the trend for changes in mass 

averaged total pressure coefficient and mass averaged 

yaw angle respectively for different numbers of measured 

points. This figures show, that the change for both, yaw 

angle and Cpt after around 300 measurement points is 

smaller than the range of the error bar for 5-H probe 

measurements.  

Therefore, the use of the 2D adaptive probe concept 

with around 300 measurement points to get the same 

qualitative flow field information as for a uniform grid 

measurement with 690 points is legitimated.  
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The flow property development for one runthrough of 

the algorithm is given in Fig 22 for measurement 1.  

The flow variables total pressure coefficient and yaw 

angle respectively are presented over a full pitch. The 

respective variables are presented at the end of each of the 

four algorithm sections, “uniform grid”, “pressure_min”,  

“pressure_gradient” and “yawangle_criterion”. Each of 

the plots show the respective flow variable and, with black 

circular marks, the total number of measured positions up 

to the actual loop in the algorithm.   

From the start of the algorithm to the end of section 

“pressure_gradient” the improvement over the full pitch 

is related to local total pressure minima and total pressure 

gradients respectively. If one compares the total pressure 

distribution at the end of section “pressure_gradient” (I c) 

with the total pressure distribution of the uniform grid 

measurement by means of a structured 23 x 30 grid, it can 

be seen a good accordance of the total pressure 

distribution.   

A characteristic for the location of a wake is a local 

low total pressure and local low total pressure coefficients 

respectively. As can be seen in the figures, the algorithm 

detects this area. Therefore, the points that have been 

inserted help for a better resolution of the overall pitch 

wise flow field.  

The investigated points in section 

“yawangle_criterion” are related to detection functions 

that consider the yaw angle distribution over the full pitch. 

In this last section, the points are mainly added in the area 

around the tip and some in the region around the hub. This 

has mainly to do with passage vortices in the hub and the 

tip region. Another flow effect that can influence the 

vortical structures in the tip regions is the tip leakage flow. 

All these flow phenomena can induce fluctuations in flow 

angles. The areas where such effects occur are localized 

by the detection functions of the section 

“yawangle_criterion”. 

 
Fig. 22. Development of Cpt [-] and α [o] distribution over one pitch during a run of the 2D adaptive aerodynamic probe concept 

(measurement 1) 

5 Conclusions  

A novel flow adaptive 2D flow concept has been 

developed. The new algorithm detects the right areas and 

enhances fully self-controlled at these areas of interest. 

The novel concept can be used for pneumatic probe 

measurements as well as for unsteady Fast Response 

Aerodynamic Probe measurements.  

The 2D flow adaptive probe concept needs a minimal 

number of inputs such as blade count and hub and tip 

diameters. It can therefore easily be adapted to unknown 

facility or can be used in the development of new blade 

designs. In this case, flow features that were unknown 
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before, can be found experimentally without any prior 

knowledge about their location, size or even their 

existence. The algorithm allows finding of areas of 

interest in such unknown conditions without extra 

measuring loops to get a certain knowledge about 

approximate flow angles. The additional efforts for 

intrusive probe measurements are therefore, significantly 

reduced.  

The combinations of the different detection functions 

and stop criteria that are used to find areas of interest 

during the execution represent a good method for 

measuring by means of a 2D progressive traversing 

algorithm. The algorithm finds at least as many flow 

phenomena as alternative measurement techniques using 

structured grids.  

The evaluation results have shown that a number of 

measurement points have been added successfully around 

the areas of interest.  

One of the issues to investigate further deals with the 

different interpolation steps during an execution. The 

needed 2D interpolation in the post- processing of an 

adaptive 2D flow concept has a significant influence on 

the quality of the results.  

The flow adaptive aerodynamic probe concept 

requires much less measuring points than state of the art 

methods. Using half the amount of measurement points 

compared to state of the art methods, results to qualitative 

comparable flow fields. This has a significant influence 

on the measuring time and the flow adaptive algorithm 

therefore is about 63% faster than comparable techniques 

that use a uniform measurement grid (23 x 30). This 

measurement time is expected to be even more reduced in 

a future 3D adaptive flow concept.   

For a possible 3D adaptive flow concept, optimized 

definitions for detection functions may be implemented to 

allow next to areas of interest localization a better fluid 

pattern recognition in the additional dimension.  
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